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Although we often assume that memory provides us
with an accurate record of past perceptual events, it is now
apparent from a variety of studies that this is not always the
case (e.g., Loftus, 1974). One factor that can cause distor-
tions of memory is movement. In fact, movement can give
rise to a number of memory errors including the Fröhlich
effect (Fröhlich, 1923), the flash lag effect (Hazelhoff
& Wiersma, 1924; Nijhawan, 1994), and a phenomenon
termed representationalmomentum (Freyd & Finke, 1984).
In the representationalmomentum phenomenon, if an ob-
ject is moving as an observer watches it, that observer will
be biased to remember its final location as being further
along the trajectory of movement than it actuallywas. Thus,
motion during encoding affects the way people remember
an event (interested readers are directed to Thornton &
Hubbard, 2002,and to the 2002 special issue of VisualCog-
nition more generally).

It is the representational momentum phenomenon that
forms the focus of the present work. In Freyd and Finke’s
(1984) original experiments, participants were presented
with a series of three rotating rectangles. Following a 250-

msec blank interval, they were shown a probe item and
asked to indicate whether it matched the final rectangle in
the series in terms of orientation. Participants were more
likely to false alarm to rectangles rotated further along the
trajectory of rotation than to ones rotated less than the ac-
tual final rectangle.

Hubbard and Bharucha (1988) demonstrated that a sim-
ilar error also occurs using slightly different procedures.
Specifically, their display consisted of a dot that moved
smoothlyalong either a vertical or horizontal trajectory. At
some random point during the motion, the dot would dis-
appear and participants were instructed to use the mouse
to position the cursor over the final location of the dot and
then to press the mouse button.Onceagain, the errors tended
to be made further along the trajectory of motion.

One issue we wish to highlightis that such memory errors
should be kept in mind anytime procedures are used that
might support them (see Gray & Thornton,2001, for a sim-
ilar argument). Consider the experiments by Libet, Glea-
son, Wright, and Pearl (1983; Libet, 1985). In these ex-
periments,participantssat in front of a clockwith electrodes
measuring cortical activity in their motor cortex. The par-
ticipants were instructed to wait for a while, then note the
location of the hand on the clock and lift their arm. After
performing this action, they were to report the noted loca-
tion of the clock hand to the experimenter. The critical
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Libet, Gleason, Wright, and Pearl’s (1983; Libet, 1985) influential work using a clock-watching task
suggests that voluntary actions are initiated in motor cortex prior to the point where the participant
claims to have initiated that action. Joordens, van Duijn, and Spalek (2002) showed that a bias exists
in this taskwith respect to the participants’ reports of initiation times. Joordens et al. assumed that this
bias was primarily due to motion cues that are very much like those used to elicit phenomena such as
representational momentum. In the present Experiment 1, it is demonstrated that this bias disappears
when a mouse-click response is used in place of a temporal-order judgment. This finding, however, is
actually more confusing than clarifying given that the procedural parallels with representational mo-
mentum are still present and should be supporting a bias. In the three subsequent experiments the view
that a bias is indeed present, but that it is opposed by an opposite-acting compensation process, is pro-
posed and tested. Implications for both representational momentum and for the general use of clock-
watching tasks (e.g., Libet et al., 1983) are highlighted.
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finding was that readiness potentials were observed in
motor cortexprior to the reported initiationtime. This find-
ing was used to argue that perhaps humans do not will ac-
tions to occur but, rather, consciousness might simply be
informed of an upcoming action. As long as the informa-
tion is in consciousnessprior to the act itself, an illusion of
will could result (cf. Wegner, 2002).

Note that the procedure used by Libet et al. (1983) re-
quires participants to watch a moving object, then to later
report on its location—procedures that bear a striking
similarity to those used in representational momentum
studies. For example, an experiment by Müsseler, Stork,
and Kerzel (2002, Experiment 2) involved the following
procedures. A dot moved in a clockwise direction along a
circular path and eventuallydisappeared.Participantswere
then asked to indicateboth the original locationof the mov-
ing dot and its final location. In this experiment, a reliable
representational momentum effect was obtained with par-
ticipantsremembering the final location of the dot as being
approximately 5 mm further along the trajectory of mo-
tion than it actually was.

Given the similarity of the procedures used by Libet
et al. (1983) to those used by Müsseler et al. (2002), it
seems likely that the reported initiation times provided by
the participants in the Libet et al. study may also have been
biased in a direction that would lead to later reported ini-
tiation times. If this is the case, then it is possible that the
true initiation times would have been prior to the activity in
motor cortex, thereby making the results more in line with
intuitions about the causal nature of conscious intent.

In a 2002 special issue of Consciousness & Cognition
devoted to Libet’s work, Joordens et al. (2002) tested the
possibility that some form of bias might be affecting re-
sponses in clock-watching tasks. Specifically, one of the
target articles in that special issue was a study by Trevena
and Miller (2002) that replicated and extended the find-
ings of the original Libet et al. (1983) experiments.1 Im-
portantly, the procedures used by Trevena and Miller were
slightlydifferent from those used by Libet et al. In Trevena
and Miller’s experiment, participants again watched a tar-
get dot that moved around the perimeter of a vertically
elongated rectangular clockface. At a point of the partici-
pants’ choosing, they were to note where the target dot was
and then initiate a buttonpress with either the left or right
hand as indicatedby an earlier cue. Immediately after mak-
ing their buttonpress, a referent dot appeared somewhere
along the perimeter of the clockface and participants were
asked to perform a temporal-orderjudgment.This temporal-
order judgment was accomplished by indicating whether
the location of the target dot at the time of response initi-
ation was before or after the location of the referent dot.2
Note that with these procedures, the participant are asked
to localize where the dot was when a subjective event oc-
curred (i.e., an internal decision to initiate a response) and,
as such, they do not permit one to truly test the accuracy of
those localizations.

To test whether any biases might be occurring in the re-
porting of the target dot’s location, Joordens et al. (2002)

modified the proceduresused by Trevena and Miller (2002)
in such a way that the event associatedwith localizationwas
an objective event. Once again, participants were asked to
watch a target dot move along the perimeter of a clockface
that matched the one used by Trevena and Miller. At some
point during this motion, the perimeter of the clockface
changed color, and participants were asked to note the lo-
cation of the target dot when that event occurred. The par-
ticipants were also required to press a key to indicate they
had noted the color change.A referent dot appeared and, as
in the procedures of Trevena and Miller, participants were
asked to make a temporal-order judgment by indicating
whether the last location of the target dot was prior to or
after the location marked by the referent dot. Because the
target dot was at a known location at the time of the color
change (i.e., this was an objectively measurable external
event), it is possible to assess the accuracy of the partici-
pants in noting that location. A bias was indeed apparent,
with participants indicatinga dot location that was actually
associated with a point 70 msec further along the direction
of movement than the actual locationof the target dotwhen
the clockface changed color.

Joordenset al. (2002) argued for two potential causes of
the observed bias. First, as highlighted in this introduc-
tion, the procedures used in Trevena and Miller’s (2002)
study were very similar to those used to demonstrate rep-
resentationalmomentum. The main procedural difference
was that the dot continued moving beyond the “to-be-
remembered” point. However, the procedure was other-
wise similar, and clearly some sort of bias was present.
Thus, a momentum-like effect occurring in the context of
the clock-watching task could cause the observed bias. In
fact, Joordens et al. assumed this was the most likely ex-
planation of their findings.

The second possibility is that the decision dynamics of
the temporal-order judgment may have also supported a
bias.This is actuallya very complex issue that is not a focus
of the present paper. Readers who are interested in a fuller
discussionof this issue are directed to Joordenset al. (2002)
and to Miller and Trevena (2002). However, the basic no-
tion is this. In the Joordens et al. and Miller and Trevena
studies, the proportion of actual before versus after trials
was not balanced. In both studies, the referent dot occurred
more often in a trajectory location that was after, rather
than before, the actual target location of the dot. This re-
sulted in more trials where the before response would have
been the correct response. If underconditionsof uncertainty
the participantswere more likely to attempt to even out the
number of before and after responses, they would likely
demonstrate an apparent bias toward inaccurate after re-
sponses.

As suggested, this is all quite complicated. The impor-
tant point for present purposes is that the temporal-order
judgments used previously may not be optimal because of
the possibility that biases may be inherent in the measure.
However, if no probe was actuallypresented, then this bias
should be eliminated. Therefore, a more appropriate lo-
calization measure, and one that is more similar to Libet’s
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(1985) original task, might be to allow participants to
point to the remembered location, for example by using a
mouse-click response.

It is relevant to note that representational momentum
has been observed using both mouse-click responses and
judgments of an object relative to a probe (e.g., Hubbard,
1990). The fact that representational momentum effects
can be observed using either mode of responding does not,
however, mean that themomentum-likeeffect Joordenset al.
(2002) observed was due to representational momentum.
Perhaps the observed bias was due entirely to decision dy-
namics that were the result of the biased probe presentation.
If this is true, there should be no bias left when a mouse-
click procedure is used, and this is the empirical issue ad-
dressed in Experiment 1.

EXPERIMENT 1
A Mouse-Click Version

of the Clock-Watching Task

The purposeof this experimentwas to assess the role that
the temporal-order judgmentplayedwith respect to the bias
in the clock-watching task as reported by Joordens et al.
(2002). Our strategy was straightforward. The experiment
was an exact replication of Joordens et al. with one simple
change. Instead of asking participants to localize the target
dot by indicating whether it occurred before or after a ref-
erent dot, they were simply asked to mouse-click on the lo-
cation of the clockface where the target dot was when the
clockface changedcolor. This allows a direct assessment of
whether there is any bias to locate the target dot either be-
fore or after the actual location. In addition, given that the
mouse-pointing task is more similar to the actual pointing
task used by Libet et al. (1983), the present experiment pro-
vides a better examinationof the role bias may have had in
determining the results of those original experiments.

Method
Participants. The participants in this experiment were 10 under-

graduate students from the University of Toronto at Scarborough.
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The par-
ticipants were given $10 Canadian in exchange for their assistance.

Procedure. Our procedures were a modified version of those
used by Joordens et al. (2002) that allowed the use of a mouse click
in place of the temporal-order judgment. Specifically, there were 12
blocks of 20 trials each. Each trial consisted of the following se-
quence of events: (1) the letter L or R was presented 3 at the vertical
and horizontal center of the screen for 1 sec; (2) a blank screen was
presented for a duration randomly chosen from a continuous uni-
form distribution ranging from 1 to 2 sec; (3) a blue clock was pre-
sented; (4) a white dot appeared at a randomly chosen location on the
clock’s perimeter and began moving in a clockwise direction at a rate
of 1 revolution every 406.25 msec; (5) after a randomly determined
time sampled from a continuous uniform distribution ranging from
2 to 8 sec, the clock perimeter changed color from blue to yellow;
(6) the dot continued to move while the program waited for the par-
ticipants to hit either the “z” (L response) or “/” (R response) key to
indicate they had noted the color change; (7) the dot continued to
move for a duration randomly sampled from a continuous uniform
distribution ranging from 500 to 800 msec; (8) a mouse pointer ap-

peared at the middle of the clockface and the program paused until
the participants moved the pointer to the location on the perimeter,
where they estimated the dot to be when the clockface changed
color, then clicked with the left mouse button; and (9) a blank screen
was presented for 500 msec and the next trial began automatically.

Participants were instructed to fixate the middle of the clock and
to watch the dot move with their attention. The movement of the dot
appeared as continuous motion, not as discreet jumps of the dot. In
fact, the subjective impression was one of a dot moving quickly and
smoothly along the perimeter of the clock, the clock perimeter then
changing color, and the dot then continuing to move along its tra-
jectory for a little while after the keypress was made.

A series of 4 3 4 pixel bins were located around the perimeter of
the clock, and the mouse would only accept clicks that fell into one
of these targets. For each click that was made, the distance between
the bin location of the click and the target location of the dot when
the clock perimeter turned color was calculated. In fact, given that
the perimeter of the clock was continuous, two such distances were
calculated, one measuring how far “behind” the actual dot location
the selected bin was and another measuring how far “ahead” of the
actual dot location the selected bin was. It was then assumed that the
lesser of these two distances was the best reflection of the error (or
bias) in locating the dot location. For the remainder of this paper, the
average of these lesser distances for each participant will be termed
the mean deviation score.

To ensure that the assumptions underlying the measurement of
this mean deviation score are clear, consider the following analogy.
A runner is on a continuous oval-shaped track that contains an ex-
plicit “start” line. If the runner is traveling at his typical speed, he
completes one lap of a 200-m track in 1 min. The question of inter-
est is whether he is running faster or slower than average on this day.
In order to assess this, one could allow him to run for 1 min and then
see where he is relative to the start line (i.e., the target location).
However, wherever he is on the track, his present position (i.e., the
selected bin) is simultaneously in front of and behind the start line.
That is, if he is currently at the 50-m mark, then he is 50 m in front
of the start line (i.e., +50), as well as 150 m behind the start line (i.e.,
2150). If he is less in front of the line than behind it, chances are he
is running slightly faster than average and has crossed the line prior
to the 1-min mark. In contrast, if he is less behind the line than in
front of it, he is likely running slower than average and has not yet
hit the line to begin his second lap.

Similarly, any click on the clock perimeter is simultaneously in
front of and behind the actual dot location at the time of the color
change. In total, there were 200 potential response bins located
around the face of the clock. If the actual target location was assigned
a deviation score of 0, then the deviation scores from the actual target
location could range from 2199 bins (behind the target location) to
+199 bins (in front of the target location). Because we took the lesser
distance from the actual location as our measure of the deviation score,
all of the measured deviations in Experiment 1 fell between 280
bins and +80 bins, with the majority being fewer than 20 bins from
the target location (i.e., the 80-bin deviations were low-probability
extreme scores). Given this, it seemed appropriate to use the lesser
deviation scores as the measure of localization errors.

At this point it is relevant to note two aspects of our clock-watching
task that differ from typical representational momentum procedures.
First, as previously mentioned, the dot continued moving after the
point where the clock perimeter changed color. Thus, participants
are actually being asked to remember a location that is part way
along a trajectory of motion, not a location associated with the final
location of the dot. This difference from standard procedures will be
addressed in Experiment 3. Second, the clock perimeter used here
contained markings as indicated in Figure 1. Gray and Thornton
(2001) found that the presence of markings can result in a diminished
representational momentum effect. Given that momentum effects
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were observed in subsequent experiments of this paper, it appears
that the markings did not result in the elimination of momentum bi-
ases, although it may have reduced their magnitude somewhat.

Stimuli and Apparatus. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the
clock stimulus used in the present experiment as it would appear im-
mediately after participants have indicated that they had noted a
color change. The clock perimeter measured 15 mm wide and
110 mm high. The clock contained the numbers 1 through 12
arranged around its perimeter at equal intervals and with associated
tick marks. The target dot that revolved around the clock perimeter
was white and measured 1 3 1 mm. It appeared at a random loca-
tion on the perimeter and traversed it at least once before the clock
perimeter changed color. When present, the target dot occluded the
perimeter of the clock and extended slightly beyond it. The dot did
not completely occlude the tick marks associated with the numbers.
The mouse pointer that appeared at the center of the clock was white,
measured approximately 2 3 2 mm, and, as is typical of mouse
pointers, was arrow shaped, pointing upward and slightly left.

The stimuli were presented on a 486, IBM-compatible computer
attached to an SVGA color monitor. All testing was conducted in a
lamp-lit room with a white-noise generator used to mask as much
peripheral noise as possible. Responses were collected using the “z”
and “/” keys of the keyboard, and using an attached serial mouse.

Results and Discussion
Across the 10 participants tested in Experiment 1, there

was an average bias of 23.02 bins (i.e., the reported loca-
tion of the dot was at a location approximately 6 msec be-
fore the color changed).This average was not significantly
different from zero [t (9) = 1.40, SE = 2.16]. Thus, the ten-
dency of participants to indicate the dot’s location at the
pointof color changeas occurring later along the trajectory
of motion disappearswhen the temporal-order judgment is
replaced by a mouse click. If anything, participants now
indicate it at a location that is slightly, but not significantly,
earlier along the trajectory of motion.

One interpretation of the present findings is that the
bias in the clock-watching task reported by Joordens et al.
(2002) was completely due to response biases inherent in
the temporal-order judgment task. When this task is re-
placed by a mouse-pointingresponse, no systematic bias is
observed. By this account, the mouse-pointing version of
the clock-watching task is viewed as providing a bias-free
timing task.

This lack of bias conclusion,however, is not completely
satisfying.Given the striking similaritiesof the procedures
used in Experiment 1 to those used in representationalmo-
mentum papers (e.g., Müsseler et al., 2002), it is not at all
clear why a momentum-like bias was not observed in our
experiment. That is, the use of a mouse-click response in
place of the temporal-order judgment did not alter the fea-
tures of this task that make it similar to the typical represen-
tational momentum paradigm. So why was no representa-
tional momentum effect observed?

While considering this mystery, we must note that when
participants are attempting to specify previous locations
of an object in motion, performance may not be due to a
single factor. Instead, a number of factors may work jointly
to determine final performance. For example, in addition
to the effects of implied momentum, representationalmo-
mentum effects have also been shown to be sensitive to
manipulations of implied gravity (Hubbard, 1990, 1995),
implied friction (Hubbard, 1995; Hubbard & Bharucha,
1988), memory averaging (Freyd & Johnson, 1987), land-
mark attraction effects (Hubbard & Ruppel, 1999), cogni-
tive resistance (Finke, Freyd, & Shyi, 1986), and reference
frame effects (Gray & Thornton, 2001). While some of
these factors might promote errors, such as momentum and
gravity effects, others may attenuateerrors, such as friction
effects, landmark effects, cognitiveresistance, or reference
frame effects. Thus, the resulting pattern may reflect how
these effects mix to influence performance.

In the subsequent experiments, another factor is consid-
ered that may influence responding in our experiment, that
factor being compensation processes. In our postexperi-
ment debriefings with participants from Experiment 1,
some indicated that they noticed the continued motion of
the dot after the color change and worried that this motion
might bias them to overestimate the color-change location
of the target dot. Essentially, theywere saying that theywor-
ried about something like the representational momentum
effect. Further, they also claimed that because of this they
actually tried to compensate slightly and choose locations
earlier along the trajectory than they otherwise might have.
If these reports are taken at face value, then perhaps a rep-
resentationalmomentum typebias was occurring but it was
being strategically compensated for by the participants.

Note that to theextent that compensationis occurring, this
reflects a qualitativelydifferent type of factor relevant to the
momentum effects. That is, while there have been previous
arguments for factors that attenuate the momentum effect,
such as the notions of cognitive resistance and friction
mentioned earlier, these factors are merely assumed to re-
duce the amount of representationalmomentum that is ob-
served. Our view of the compensation mechanism is that

Figure 1. An illustration of the display as it would appear im-
mediately after participants had pressed a key to indicate notic-
ing the color change, but before they had moved the mouse. The
arrow in the middle of the clock is the mouse cursor.
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it does more than attenuate momentum effects, it directly
opposes them. In addition,previous factors assumed to af-
fect the size of an observed momentum effect have been as-
sumed to reflect low-level, automaticprocesses. In contrast,
we assume that compensation is due to a higher level, con-
trolled process.

The notion of a controlled process (e.g., compensation)
opposing the influence of an automatic process (e.g., rep-
resentationalmomentum) is not new to cognitive theories.
For example, Merikle, Joordens, and Stolz (1997) illus-
trated this in the area of perception with and without
awareness using what is called an exclusion task. In these
experiments five letter words such as SPICE were presented
briefly prior to a pattern mask, and were then followed by
word stems such as SPI__. Participants were instructed to
add two letters to the stem to create any English word other
than the briefly presented word.

The theoretical notion here is that this context may pro-
vide a situation were controlled goal-oriented processes
may oppose automatic processes. That is, the brief presen-
tation of SPICE should prime its lexical representation au-
tomatically, resulting in an increased likelihoodof it coming
to mind as a completion. However, given the instructions,
when participantswere aware of seeing SPICE, they should
instigate controlled processes that would oppose this au-
tomatic influence and instead support some other com-
pletion (e.g., SPIKE, SPILL, SPINE, etc.). In accord with this
notion,participants showed an above chance likelihoodof
using the presented items when it was presented very
briefly, but as exposures were lengthened participants
showed a below chance likelihood of using the item as
their completion(for otherexamplesof contextswhere con-
trolled processes are assumed to oppose automatic influ-
ences see Cheesman & Merikle, 1986; Groeger, 1984; Ja-
coby, 1991;Joordens& Merikle,1992;Merikle& Joordens,
1997).

Thus, another way of thinking about the results of Ex-
periment 1 is that they also reflect a balance of controlled
and automatic influences. The motion of the dot automat-
ically supports a momentum bias that influences partici-
pants to estimate the final location as further along the tra-
jectoryof motion than it actuallywas. However, cues within
the experimental context inform participants that such a
bias may be present, and the participants’ take steps to com-
pensate for it by actually choosinga location that is slightly
backwards from the trajectory of motion. If momentum
and compensationare present in equal measures, the result
can be an apparent lack of bias, or perhaps better stated, a
successful compensation for bias.

However, it is clearly tenuous to assume that any lack of
an effect is due to two countervailingforces in perfect bal-
ance. The purpose of the remaining experiments is to test
the compensation notion by examining variables that
should affect either the momentum or the compensation
force separately. If these forces truly are acting in opposi-
tion, and if they are in balance in the context examined in
Experiment 1, then manipulationsintended to shift the bal-
ance should lead to predictable results.

In fact there is already one finding in the literature con-
sistent with the compensation notion, although it was not
interpreted in this manner. Hayes and Freyd (2002) exam-
ined the effects of divisions of attention on the magnitude
of the representationalmomentum effect. By our view, di-
viding participants’ attention should reduce their ability to
employa strategicprocess such as the compensationprocess
highlighted here (see Merikle & Joordens, 1997). If com-
pensationopposes the momentumeffect, as argued, and the
momentumeffect is due to automaticprocesses, then the net
effect of dividingattentionshouldbe a larger momentum ef-
fect. In fact, this is exactlywhat Hayes and Freyd observed.

As mentioned, Hayes and Freyd (2002) did not interpret
this finding in terms of a compensationprocess.Rather, they
argued that as participantsview a movingobject, they form
internal representationsof that object that includes the mo-
tion that the object is undergoing. In order to accurately
report the last position of a moving object, the participant
must halt the movement of the internal representation.Di-
viding attention is assumed to interfere with the halting of
the internal representation and, given that it is this internal
representation upon which participants rely when making
their decisions, the difficulty in halting the internal repre-
sentation results in larger representational momentum ef-
fects. The contrast between the compensation and non-
compensation(i.e., internal halting)views on the effects of
dividing attention will be discussed throughout this paper.

Before delving too deeply into theory however, there
are a number of differences between the procedures used
by Hayes and Freyd (2002) and those typical of the clock-
watching task as described in Experiment 1. Thus, as a
first step in testing our compensationnotion,performance
on the clock-watching task was contrasted across condi-
tions of single versus dual tasks, analogous to the manipu-
lation performed by Hayes and Freyd. If the lack of bias
observed in Experiment 1 was due to momentumand com-
pensation being in balance, then this null effect should
replicate in the single-task condition, but a momentum-
like effect should be observed in the dual-task condition.
Such a finding would not only support the proposed mo-
mentum versus compensationframework, but it would also
strengthen the connectionbetween the clock-watchingtask
and typical representationalmomentum procedures if both
show an augmentation of the momentum effect in a dual-
task context.

EXPERIMENT 2
Single Versus Dual task

In the present experiment participantsperformed a task
based on that described in Experiment 1 with one main
alteration. On one block of trials the participants per-
formed the identical task as in Experiment 1 and, as such,
this single-task condition should produce a replication of
the findingof no systematicmemory bias.On anotherblock
of trials the participants had to perform the task used in
Experiment 1 while concurrently performing a secondary
task. If dividingattention interferes with the ability to com-
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pensate as we suggest, then this dual-task conditionshould
allow the momentum bias to be observed.

Method
Participants. Fourteen undergraduate students from the Univer-

sity of Toronto at Scarborough participated in the present experi-
ment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. In
exchange for their participation, each participant was either paid $5
Canadian or given course credit.

Procedure. The present procedure was based on that used in Ex-
periment 1 with a few slight modifications. First, rather than using
the left versus right hand responses used in Experiment 1, in the
present experiment participants were simply asked to strike the “b”
key when they noticed the clock perimeter change color. Second, in-
stead of the clock perimeter changing from blue to yellow, in this
and subsequent experiments it changed from blue to orange.4 Finally,
in the present experiment there were 24 blocks of 8 trials each; 12
blocks constituting the single-task context, and the other 12 consti-
tuting the dual-task context. Half of the participants performed the
single-task condition first, and the other half completed the dual-
task condition first.

In the dual-task condition participants performed the primary task
as described in Experiment 1 while simultaneously listening via
headphones to an auditory recording of a continuous stream of in-
dividually presented digits. They were instructed to monitor this
recording for the occurrence of three odd digits in succession, and
to mentally keep track of the number of times that such runs had oc-
curred. Given the combined demands of monitoring the stream of
digits and holding a memory load (the present count of how many
odd digit triads had previously occurred), while also doing the clock-
watching task, it is not surprising that the participants found this
condition extremely demanding. However, all of the participants
were able to successfully complete these trials. It should also be
noted that the presentations of the three odd-digit runs were not
linked to the visual presentation of stimuli in any systematic way.

Stimuli and Apparatus. The visual stimuli were presented on a
486, IBM-compatible computer attached to a SVGA color monitor.
All testing was conducted in a lamp-lit room with a white-noise gen-
erator used to mask as much peripheral noise as possible. Given that
the white noise generated was external to the apparatus (i.e., it is es-
sentially a smoothly running ceiling fan), it played no role when par-
ticipants were using the headphones. Responses were collected
using the “b” key of the keyboard and an attached serial mouse.

The auditory task was a digit-monitoring task modeled after those
used by Craik (1982), Jacoby (1991), and Merikle and Joordens
(1997). The initial recording consisted of a stream of 1,051 digits
read by a female voice with each digit being a number between 1 and
9. This auditory stream was presented to the individuals by way of
headphones attached to an MP3 player. The MP3 player was a RIO
600 series. The digits were presented at a rate of 1 digit per second.
The MP3 player allowed us to loop the recording with virtually no
break in the stream, thereby allowing it to continue indefinitely. A
digital copy of this recording is available from the “psychological
stimuli” link at www.psychexperiments.com.

Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, the dependent measure of interest

was the mean deviation score. Although participants were
asked to note their running count for the digit-monitoring
task, it is difficult to know for certain that all participants
performed the task as instructed.All did provide estimates,
though, that were within 2 SD of the correct value. More-
over, to the extent that any participantdid not engage in the
task as instructed, that would work against finding differ-
ential effects across the single- versus dual-task conditions.

Given that order of the single-versus dual-task conditions
were counterbalanced in this and all subsequent experi-
ments, the data were initially analyzed using an analysis of
variancewith order and conditionas factors. However, order
produced no significantmain effects or interactions in any
of these experiments (all Fs , 2.6, all ps . .12). Thus, to
allow a clearer and more efficient presentationof the data,
the order factor was collapsed across, and only t tests ex-
amining condition effects are presented.

For the single-task condition, the mean deviation score
was +1.47 bins (i.e., the indicated location of the dot was
approximately 3 msec after the actual color change). This
valuewas not significantlydifferent from zero [t(13)= 1.76,
SE = 0.84]. Thus, replicating Experiment 1, no systematic
bias was observed in a single-task context. In contrast, for
the dual-task condition,the mean deviationscore was +5.87
bins (i.e., the indicatedlocationof the dotwas approximately
12 msec after the actual color change). This value was sig-
nificantly different from zero [t(13) = 4.46, SE = 1.32, p ,
.001], suggesting that a momentum-likememory bias was
observed. In addition, the deviation score for the dual-task
conditionwas reliably larger than thatobserved in the single-
task condition [t(13) = 4.72, SE = 0.93, p , .001].

These findings are in accord with the predictions of the
momentum versus compensation framework outlined in
the discussion of Experiment 1. On the basis of the as-
sumption that the compensation effect was the result of
controlled processing, it was predicted that the division of
attentionwould result in this compensationbeing decreased
in the dual-task condition.This reduction of the influence
of compensationprocesses should thenallow a momentum-
like bias to be observed. Consistent with this prediction a
momentum-like bias was observed in the dual-task condi-
tion. Given this, the momentum effect is also assumed to
be present in the single-taskcondition,but is being masked
by an opposite-acting tendency to compensate on the part
of our participants.

It is important to again note, however, that our inter-
pretation of these findings is not the only one possible.
Hayes and Freyd (2002) argued that divisionsof attention,
as are assumed to occur in dual-task contexts, augment the
momentum effect by interfering with the halting of move-
ment in the internal representation of the event. According
to this view, the difficulty in halting the internal dynamics
associated with the item would result in larger momentum
effects, as were observed in the present experiment. Thus,
while the present findings and those of Hayes and Freyd
are consistent with our compensation view, they are also
consistent with their noncompensation view.

EXPERIMENT 3
Stopping the Dot

Given the possibility of alternate explanations for re-
sults such as those described in Experiment 2, the purpose
of Experiment 3 was to examine other factors, in addition
to the dual-task context, that might affect the tendency of
participantsto compensate. In our attempts to identify such
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factors, the following question became relevant. If our as-
sumption is correct that the procedures used to elicit mo-
mentumeffects can also elicit compensationprocesses, then
why are these compensationprocesses not eliminatingmo-
mentum effects in the more conventionalrepresentational-
momentum paradigms? Of course, it may be the case that
some compensation is occurring, but that the compensa-
tion is not sufficient to counteract the momentum effect.
However, that still leaves the questionopen as to why com-
pensation effects might be stronger in the clock-watching
task than usingmore conventionalrepresentationalmomen-
tum procedures.

There is one difference in procedure that may be impor-
tant to the compensation processes. Specifically, as high-
lighted earlier, in the clock-watching task the dot continues
to move after the critical event has occurred. However, in
conventional representational-momentum paradigms, the
stimulus disappears at the to-be-remembered location. Per-
haps the continued motion of the dot helps to trigger (or
strengthen) the compensationprocesses and that is why they
are stronger in the contextof the clock-watchingtask than in
more conventional representational momentum tasks. Said
anotherway, the tendencyof the dot to continuemovingmay
provide a strong cue to the participant concerning the po-
tential bias that motion might support and, as such, may
serve to trigger or strengthen the desire to compensate.

If this is the case, then if the procedures of Experi-
ment 2 were altered such that the dot did not continue to
move to the same extent, then the tendency to compensate
should be generally reduced, perhaps permitting momen-
tum like effects to be observed in both the single-task and
dual-task conditions.If a reduction in the continuedmotion
completelyeliminatedcompensationprocesses then, by our
account, similar momentum biases should be observed in
both the single- and dual-task contexts. However, if com-
pensation is still present but to a lesser extent, then mo-
mentum effects should be larger in this than in the single-
task conditions of the previous experiments, and there
should still be a larger momentum effect in the dual-task
context given that the tendency to compensate should be
even further reduced in that context.

Method
Participants. Fourteen undergraduate students from the Univer-

sity of Toronto at Scarborough participated in the present experi-
ment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. In
exchange for their participation, each participant was either paid $5
Canadian or given course credit.

Procedure. The procedures of this experiment were identical to
Experiment 2 except for one minor alteration. In this experiment,
the target dot disappeared immediately when participants made their
keypress to note the color change. Thus, the color of the clockface
changed and as soon as participants indicated awareness of that
change, the target dot disappeared. The result of this manipulation
is that the target dot continued to move only for the duration of a
simple detection response (i.e., approximately 200 msec) which is
approximately 500 to 800 msec less continual motion than occurred
in Experiments 1 and 2.

Stimuli and Apparatus. The stimuli and apparatus were identi-
cal to those used in Experiment 2.

Results and Discussion
The mean deviationscore for the single-taskcontextwas

+5.54 bins (i.e., a location approximately 11 msec further
along the trajectory of movement). This mean was signifi-
cantly different from zero [t (13) = 4.93, SE = 1.12, p ,
.001]. Thus, when the dot did not continue moving after
the keypress a significantmomentum effect was observed
even in the single-task condition.The mean deviation score
in the dual-task conditionwas +8.52 bins (i.e., a locationap-
proximately 17 msec further along the trajectory of move-
ment). This mean was significantly different from both
zero [t (13) = 5.36, SE = 1.59, p , .10], and from the mean
in the single-task condition [t (13) = 4.90, SE = 1.12, p ,
.010]. Thus, a reliable momentum effect was also observed
in the dual-task condition,and that effect was larger than the
one that was observed in the single-task condition.

These findings suggest that the continuedmovement of
the dot (as in Experiment 2) does indeed strengthen the
tendency for participants to compensate.That is, when the
continued movement was reduced, a momentum-like bias
was observed in the single-task context, which was a con-
text where it was not observed when the continuedmotion
of the dot was more extreme (i.e., Experiments 1 and 2).
However, the reduction in the continuedmotionappears not
to have completely eliminated the tendency to compensate
as an even bigger bias is observed when this manipulation
is performed in a dual-task context. By our account this
occurs because there is still some compensation occurring
in the single-task context, and the dual-task task manipula-
tion reduces that compensation further.

These results appear somewhat problematic for the non-
compensationview of dividedattentionproposedby Hayes
and Freyd (2002). Recall that Hayes and Freyd argue that
divisionsof attentionproduce stronger momentum effects
via interference with processes that halt the movement of
the internal representation. By this view one might also
expect that continuedmotion of the dot after some critical
event might also interfere with one’s ability to halt an inter-
nal representation of that moving object. Thus, one might
expect it to be easier to halt the internal representationwhen
the dot stops. However, this would lead to the prediction
of a smaller momentum effect with reduced dot motion
beyond the color change, which was the opposite of what
was observed in the present experiment. Of course, this
prediction is derived from our perspective of their view,
and it could be that they could provide a different expla-
nation within their framework that would allow them to
explain larger momentum effects when the dot continues
moving to a lesser extent.At best, all that can be said is that
the data from Experiment 3 require such an explanation.

EXPERIMENT 4
Manipulating the Momentum Component

In Experiments 2 and 3, the focus was on factors as-
sumed to target the compensation component of our mo-
mentum versus compensation framework. However, the
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case for countervailing momentum versus compensation
processes would be stronger if it could be demonstrated that
a factor assumed to primarily affect the momentum com-
ponent also gives rise to predictedeffects. That was the goal
of Experiment 4.

A number of studies have revealed that there are sys-
tematic asymmetries in the representationalmomentum ef-
fect. For example, momentum effects are larger when the
stimulus is moving from left-to-right than when it is mov-
ing from right-to-left (Halpern & Kelly, 1993). Momentum
effects are also larger for objects moving in the directionof
gravitational attraction (Hubbard, 1995; Nagai, Kazai, &
Yagi, 2002; see also Hubbard, 1990, and Nagai & Yagi,
2001, for examplesof otherasymmetries). Spalekand Ham-
mad (2003) argued that such asymmetries likely reflect the
effect of environmental learning. That is, things tend to
move in certain ways in the environment, and our visual
systems incorporate these tendencies in a way that affects
the extent to which momentum-likeeffects will be observed
(see also Hubbard, 1999).

By this logic, there should be relatively strong environ-
mental tendencies in a clock-watchingcontext.This is due
to the fact that all analog clocks display clockwise motion,
and as a result our visual (and memorial) systems have
likely incorporated this regularity. As indicated in Fig-
ure 1, while our stimulus may not fit one’s stereotype of a
clock, it should be sufficiently clock-like in appearance to
bring to mind a “clock” schema, thereby supporting an ex-
pectation for clockwise rotation. Given that this is the di-
rection that is consistent with the natural tendency, mo-
mentum effects should be maximal in these situations. If,
instead, the dot moved in a counterclockwise manner, we
might expect less of a momentum effect.5 Thus, by revers-
ing the direction of movement of the dot it should be pos-
sible to reduce the strength of the momentum component.

It is possible that, within our experimental context, par-
ticipants would not be sensitive to the asymmetries in the
representationalmomentum effect that may be associated
with clockwise versus counter-clockwise directions of
movement. If this is true then their tendency to compensate
might not be affected by this manipulation. This leads to
an intriguingpossibility. If the tendency to compensate re-
mained high, but the momentum effect were reduced, it
might be possible to observe a systematic bias that runs
counter to the typical momentum effect (i.e., an overcom-
pensation).Such a negative-momentumeffect shouldonly
occur if there is, indeed, a force acting in opposition to the
momentum effect as proposed.

Method
Participants. Sixteen undergraduate students from the Univer-

sity of Toronto at Scarborough participated in the present experi-
ment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. In
exchange for their participation, each participant was either paid $5
Canadian or given course credit.

Procedure. Given that the desire to keep the tendency to com-
pensate high, the continued motion version of the clock-watching
task used in Experiment 2 was also used here as it is assumed to pro-
duce the greatest tendency to compensate. In fact, the only change

from the procedures of Experiment 2 was that, rather than the dot mov-
ing in a clockwise direction, it moved in a counter-clockwise direction.

Stimuli and Apparatus. The stimuli and apparatus in the present
experiment were identical to those used in Experiment 2.

Results and Discussion
The mean deviation score for the single-task condition

was 22.36 bins (i.e., the indicated location of the dot was
approximately 5 msec before the color change). This
mean was significantly less than zero [t (15) = 2.16, SE =
1.09, p , .05]. Thus, changing the direction of rotation in
a context where participants are assumed to be compensat-
ing resulted in a reliable negativemomentumeffect. This is
exactly what would be expected if participants were over-
compensating for a reduced momentum effect.

The mean deviation score in the dual-task condition
was +0.59 bins (i.e., the indicated location of the dot was
approximately1 msec after the color change location).This
mean is not significantlydifferent from zero [t(15) = 0.33,
SE = 1.79]. By our account, this nonsignificant result oc-
curs because this is a context in which both the momentum
effect and the tendency to compensate are reduced signif-
icantly due to the effects of the direction of motion and
dual task respectively. That is, the negativemomentum ob-
served in the single-task context is assumed to be due to
overcompensation,and if dividingattentionby presenting
the task in a dual-task context serves to reduce one’s abil-
ity to compensate, it seems reasonable this overcompensa-
tion would not be observed in the dual-task condition.The
deviation score for the single-task condition was also sig-
nificantly less than the mean deviation score for the dual-
task condition [t (15) = 2.47, SE = 1.19, p , .03].

Thus, once again, the results fit nicely with the predic-
tions of the momentum versus compensation framework.
In fact, a complete reversal of the typical representational
momentum was observed simply by sufficiently reducing
momentum relative to compensation.Even if one does not
like our assumptionsconcerningcompensation,the finding
of a reversed effect clearly shows that something is coun-
tering the momentum effects, and compensatory processes
seem the most likely candidate at this point.

Returning one more time to the Hayes and Freyd (2002)
interpretation of the effects of divided attention on repre-
sentational momentum, one more point seems relevant at
this stage. Not only do we see the results of Experiment 3
as problematic for their view as outlined in the discussion
of that experiment, but we also wish to note that their ac-
count would not predict a reversal of the momentum effect
in the present context.That is, given that they see divisions
of attention as relevant to the same process that produces
momentum effects—the need to halt the dynamics of the
internal representation—anythingthat reduces momentum
should simply result in smaller effects overall. There is no
reason why the effect should ever be significantlyreversed.
A significant reversal implies a counteractingforce to mo-
mentum, and their view includes no counteracting force.
Thus, once again, we see our momentum versus compensa-
tion framework as providing the best overall fit to the data.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present paper represents a further attempt to un-
derstand the influences that may become relevant when
one is asked to indicate a previous positionof a movingob-
ject. Experiment 1 presented a mystery of sorts. By using
a mouse click response instead of a temporal-order judg-
ment the momentum-like bias in the clock-watching task
originally noted by Joordens et al. (2002) was effectively
eliminated. This finding is surprising because the mouse
click version of the clock watching task utilizesprocedures
that run parallel to those typicallyused in experiments that
have repeatedly shown a memory bias in the representa-
tional momentum literature. Why was no momentum-like
bias observed in our task when it possesses all of the char-
acteristics assumed to produce momentum effects?

In Experiments 2–4, the view that the procedures that
give rise to momentum effects also give rise to counter-
acting compensation processes was proposed and tested.
The assumption underlying these tests was that while the
momentum effects reflect automatic processes, the com-
pensationeffects are the result of controlled processes ini-
tiated by the participants, and partly dependent on the ex-
perimental context. Specifically, continued motion of the
stimulus in question strengthens the tendency to compen-
sate, but dual-task conditionsdecrease the ability to com-
pensate because the cognitiveresources necessary to carry
out the compensation must be shared with the secondary
task. As in Hubbard (1990) and Halpern and Kelly (1993),
momentum effects are also partly dependent on the exper-
imental context, becoming larger in contexts where the
motion is consistent with environmental tendencies.

A theoretical taxonomy of our findings is summarized
in Table 1. We created this table in a post hoc manner by ar-
ranging the experimental conditions and their results to
reflect our assumptionsconcerning the relative strength of
the momentum and compensationeffects relevant to those
conditions.That is, Experiment 1 and the single-task con-
dition of Experiment 2 are assumed to reflect conditions
in which both the momentum bias and the tendency to

compensate were strong. Relative to these conditions, the
“stop motion”procedureused in Experiment3 was assumed
to reduce the tendency to compensatewhile leaving the mo-
mentum effect strong. Similarly, relative to Experiment 1
and the single-task condition of Experiment 2, the coun-
terclockwise manipulationused in the single-taskcondition
of Experiment4 was assumed to weaken the momentumef-
fect while not affecting the tendency to compensate.Once
we had placed the single-task conditions in the table, we
added the data from the dual-task conditions, assuming
that this dual-task manipulationresulted in a one-level re-
duction of the compensation process on the reasoning that
compensationis more difficult under dual-task conditions.

As illustrated, the resulting taxonomy provides a nice
fit with the observed effects. The strongest momentum ef-
fect is observed in the context where momentum is as-
sumed to be strongest, and the tendency to compensate the
weakest. Staying in the “strong momentum”column but in-
creasing the tendency to compensate, the momentumeffect
reduces in magnitude, eventuallybecoming nonsignificant
when compensation is strong. In the “weak momentum”
column, a medium tendency to compensate is sufficient to
eliminate any reliable momentum effect, and a strong ten-
dency to compensate actually results in a reversed momen-
tum effect. Clearly the momentum versus compensation
framework is supportedby our data.The compensationver-
sus momentum framework was arrived at by combining
two research areas: studies on representationalmomentum
and studieson the clock-watchingtask.Consistentwith this
genesis, implications of our work can be drawn with re-
spect to both of these areas. Each will be discussed in turn.

Representational Momentum
Our framing of representationalmomentum in the pres-

ent paper may have suggested a leaning toward a learning
view of this phenomenon. While the learning view does
provide a clear account of some of the asymmetries in the
momentum effect, we also wish to acknowledge that there
are alternate or more specific theories that have been ap-
plied to the basic representational momentum phenome-
non (e.g., Finke et al., 1986; Freyd, 1987; Hubbard, 1998,
1999; Kerzel, 2000; Kerzel, Jordan, & Müsseler, 2001;
Kozhevnikov& Hegarty, 2001). The factors highlightedin
these theories may work instead of, or in addition to, the
learning of environmental regularities to produce what we
have termed the momentum effect. It was not our intention
in the present work to discriminate among these views; to
the extent that the learning view was favored over others, it
was more for the sake of simplicity than it was to suggest
the superiority of that view.

Our critical point, though, is that whatever may cause
the momentum bias, there appears to also be a factor that
opposesit. That is, while othershavehighlightedfactors that
contribute to or attenuate the basic effect, to the best of
our knowledge this paper is the first to highlight a process
thatmay directlyoppose it. Perhaps the closest notion in the
literature is what Finke et al. (1986) termed cognitiveresis-
tance. However, cognitive resistance was used to refer to

Table 1
Summary of Both the Theoretical Assumptions

and Associated Data Patterns From All the
Empirical Conditions Examined in Experiments 1–4

Momentum Effect

Compensation Processes Weak Strong

Weak Exp. 3–Dual
+8.52*

Medium Exp. 3–Single
+5.54*

Exp. 4–Dual Exp. 2–Dual
+0.59 +5.87*

Strong Exp. 4–Single Exp. 2–Single
22.36* +1.47

Exp. 1–(Single)
23.00

*p , .05.
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something more analogous to braking—that is, something
that could be applied to reduce the amount of momentum.
The compensation notion is more akin to reversing than to
braking.That is, it is something that actively works against
momentumto the extent that it can actually reverse the pat-
tern completely, not just slow it down.

While the results of all the present experiments are con-
sistent with the compensationversus momentum view, the
strongest evidence comes from the reversed momentum
effect observed in Experiment 4. How could a reliable re-
versed effect be observed unless some process were work-
ing in a direction that opposes the basic momentum effect?
The cognitive resistance notion simply cannot account for
this pattern. To us, compensation processes seem the best
candidate for such an opposingprocess, and it is their exis-
tence that is highlighted here.

There is one finding in the literature that appears to not
fit well with the compensationnotion. Specifically, Finke
and Freyd (1985) argued that representational momentum
is not influencedby error feedback.Moreover,Freyd (1987)
claimed that “the effect seems to be impervious to exten-
sive knowledge of the predicted results and attempts to
compensate for the effect” (p. 433). These findings appear
to suggest that participants not only do not compensate in
reaction to errors but perhaps also that they cannot com-
pensate even when sufficient information is provided. If
true, this would clearly show the compensationnotion ad-
vanced here to be incorrect.

The originalFinke and Freyd (1985) study is highly rel-
evant with respect to determining the extent to which
Freyd’s (1987) “impervious to error feedback” claim is
problematic for our compensation framework. The display
used in Finke and Freyd’s experiments involved three dots
that were originally arranged as triangle and then, across
three separate inducingtrials, the dots each moved off in in-
dependent directions. Participants were then shown probes
in which the dots were in their final location (the correct
match to the final location) or either further along or less
further along their respective paths of motion (the mis-
matchingprobes). Participantswere given very general error
feedback during the practice trials via a tone that sounded
when errors were made. Despite this feedback, on the ex-
perimental trials the participants showed a tendency to
false alarm more to mismatching probes further along the
path of motion than to those less far along the path of mo-
tion (i.e., representational momentum). This finding was
replicated across three experiments.

Two points are highly relevant with respect to Finke and
Freyd’s (1985) procedures. First, feedback was provided
only in the 32 practice trials and was discontinuedonce the
128 experimental trials had begun. In the experimental tri-
als, false alarms averaged about 30% and, assuming this
is also true of practice trials as well, that means that of the
16 mismatchingpractice trials, participantswould get feed-
back on about 5 trials. Second, the feedback that they did
receive did not indicate the directionof the error to the par-
ticipants,only that they were wrong. Thus, there was noth-

ing to inform the participants that they were tending to
choose mismatching probes further along the path of mo-
tion. Thus, although feedback was provided, it was done in
a very information poor setting, and it is not overly surpris-
ing that it did not affect performance.

That said, we do agree that a strong demonstration
showing the representationalmomentum is impervious to
error feedback would be problematic for our claims. How-
ever, such a demonstrationneeds to provide more relevant
information to the participants on a larger proportion of
trials, and it should directly compare feedback with no-
feedback conditions to truly assess what effect the pres-
ence of feedback has. Thus, while we see Freyd’s (1987)
claim as suggestiveof the need for further investigations,we
do not see these results as a major problem for our frame-
work at this time.

Thus, in general terms the primary contribution of our
work with respect to those interested in momentum biases
is with respect to the possibility that momentum effects
may be even larger than those typically reported. That is,
depending on the experimental context, compensation
processes may be working against the momentum effects
of interest, making them appear smaller than they actually
are. Fortunately, the present experimentssuggest that dual-
task contexts can be employed to reduce the tendency to
compensate, thereby providinga purer measure of the true
momentum effects that may be occurring.

The Clock-Watching Task
With respect to the clock-watching task, the news is not

so good. Specifically, one reading of the Experiment 1 re-
sults suggests that the mouse-click version of the clock-
watching task may be unbiased. However, the subsequent
experiments suggest that the apparent lack of a bias likely
reflects a subtle balancing act between momentum effects
and compensationprocesses. It would be unwise to assume
that this balancing act would remain stable across partici-
pant groups, experimental contexts, or both. Moreover,
depending on how things were put out of balance, either
of two biases would be possible dependingon whether the
momentum effect or the compensation process came to
dominate.This all suggests that the reliabilityof the clock-
watching task as an accurate timing measure is question-
able at best.

That said, as one of our reviewers noted, the biases re-
ported in the present paper are not overly large (i.e., 10–
17 msec). Given present debates about how best to mea-
sure cortical activity (see Trevena & Miller, 2002), it is
difficult to say exactly how far cortical activity may pre-
cede a claim of subjective initiationof movement. It is un-
likely, though, that the biases we report would account for
all of this difference in time between cortical activation
and subjective initiationof movement.Given this, perhaps
some would consider the biases we report as reflecting an
acceptable level of error in measurement, even if it is sys-
tematic in direction.Again, doingso would be tenuoussince
it is not clear how the various contrasting influences may
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play out within a given empirical context.At the very least,
those using the clock-watching task to measure internal
subjective events should include a condition with an ob-
jective external event that can be used to assess the bias in
measurement associated with that specific context.

Summary
This paper provides data that fit with the notion that the

automatic biases supporting momentum-like effects may
sometimesbe opposedby compensatoryprocesses elicited
by the experimental context. These findings are in line
with the more general notion that in every experimental
context performance is likely affected by a range of fac-
tors that sometimes work in concert and sometimes in op-
position. Disentangling these factors may be a necessary
first step to understanding the factors themselves.
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NOTES

1. Although Trevena and Miller (2002) did replicate the finding that
generalized readiness potentials occur in motor cortex prior to the re-
ported initiation time by participants, they pointed out that generalized
readiness potentials can reflect things other than actual motor initiation.
They also examined lateralized readiness potentials,which, they argued,
provide better cortical indicators of motor initiation. These lateralized
potentials were not observed to occur prior to the initiation point, as sub-
jectively reported by participants. Thus, while Trevena and Miller repli-
cated the basic Libet et al. (1983)pattern, they did not agree with Libet’s
contentions concerning the epiphenomenal nature of voluntary actions.

2. As correctly noted by one of our reviewers, it is somewhat mis-
leading to call this task a temporal-order judgment. That is, participants
are actually being asked “where” the dot was relative to a referent, as op-
posed to being asked “when” some event occurred relative to a referent.
However, given that this was the terminology used in the described pa-
pers, and given we will not actually use this task in the present work, we
felt it might be misleading and distracting to alter the terminology here.

3. The presentation of the L versus R is a legacy characteristic from
the original replication of Trevena and Miller (2002). Because Trevena
and Miller were interested in lateralized potentials, these cues informed
participants which hand they were to respond with. Joordens et al. (2002)

also had participants use their left or right hands in order to keep their
replication as procedurally close to Trevena and Miller as possible.
Given that the present experiments use mouse-click localizations, the L
versus R distinction is moot. Nonetheless the display was retained in the
present experiment to keep the procedures here identical to those used
by Joordens et al. except for the change in localization response.

4.S.J. decided on this changepartly as an excuse to use the term “Clock-
work Orange” in the title. Aside from providingan accurate mnemonic for
the empirical procedures used, the opposition of competing forces de-
picted in the movie with the same title captures the oppositional interac-
tion between momentum and compensation proposed in the present work.

5. There have been previous failures to find an effect of clockwise ver-
sus counter-clockwise motion on the representational momentum effect
(e.g., Hubbard, 1993), and this would seem to argue against our logic.
However, while those studies utilized circular motion patterns, they did
not include an explicit reference to a clockface, and it is this aspect of our
procedure that may be critical for stimulating the environmental support
for clockwise motion.
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